1. WHATIFTHEWORLD will present this sculpture by Dan Halter as part of the Focus: African Perspectives section of this month’s Armory Show in New York.

2. A crocheted pom-pom hat from Refugee Project NYC, an organization working with immigrants and refugees to create handmade textiles and accessories.

3. Donald Judd’s Complete Writings, to be reissued this month by his foundation.

4. The Low Earth coffee table from Puerto Rico’s Twin Dogs Co.

5. A photograph by Cyrus Kabiru that SMAC Gallery will offer at the Armory Show.

6. Eleonore Delisse’s Day & Night Light, which operates on a circadian cycle.

7. Patience, the new graphic novel by Daniel Clowes, from Fantagraphics Books.

8. A stainless steel and calfskin chair by Aranda/Lasch, available from Gallery All in Beijing and Los Angeles.